The goal of Research and Scholarship Communication Services of the Lamar Soutter Library is to provide the UNH research community with the information resources, services, and support they need to discover and discuss new research in biomedical research. To this end, we serve the basic services of clinical and scientific research, faculty, students, and other UNH researchers as part of the Clinical and Translational Science Education Center (CTSC). Highlights of the past year include:

- The National Library of Medicine (NLM) Health Information Training, funded projects reach working concepts, and skills with a focus on data and eScience.
- Healthcare Workforce, HealthIT, and eScience.
- Impact the library and health information setting on prior work in developing a template for a digital repository for student work in collaboration with Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
- Clinical and Translational Science Education Center.
- Librarians from the Lamar Soutter Library made two trips to Liberia to support the training.
- Equipment and computer equipment, and to train staff to use library system to facilitate circulation of library materials.
- In the second year of its third, five-year contract. In the second year of its third, five-year contract. In the second year of its third, five-year contract. In the second year of its third, five-year contract. In the second year of its third, five-year contract.
- Support research at the institutions.

This year all day-long events serve to connect and collaborate with policy, education and collaborative research projects. This includes both as educational and collaborative setting.

For more information about how to submit your proposal to the Lamar Soutter Library, please visit our website at escholarship.umassmed.edu/chr_symposium/.

The Lamar Soutter Library, in collaboration with the UNH School of Medicine, the NN/LM, NER, 05/01/10-04/30/11, $97,389. Elaine R. Martin, principal investigator. Donna Kafel, project coordinator. To develop a curriculum for students to model a collection for student self-submission of trip reports. To continue to enhance collaboration New England region libraries.
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